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Co-facilitators: 
Use this occasion to hear parties views on this agenda item and to find a way forwards 
believe there is a middle ground to be found 
some want elaborate discussions, some have other opinions 
in light of Paris agreement work programme work, don’t want to spend too much time on this 
find agreement in one session 
no objections to observers being present 

Saudi Arabia: could you please repeat - cannot hear. 

Co-Fac: hear parties views on specific agenda item. Look at reports submitted on this agenda 
item. Views on report or way forward. received a new submission yesterday from IMO which 
revised previous submission. 

Saudi Arabia: tell us what the update was in the IMO report. See on screen, see updated section 
as have not had time to look at it. 

Co-Fac: request that the IMO intervene to discuss request (as observers are present) 

IMO: (International Maritime Organization). Addition to include 2 countries had reserved their 
position on the adoption, so this was included in para 2 of summary and para 7 of the text 

Saudi Arabia: thanks to IMO for sharing update. don’t want to make this a dialogue as don’t do 
this with observers. what was the reason that they weren’t included initially 

Co-Fac: ? 

Saudi Arabia: thanks for response. Good to know that important organizations - we treasure their 
work. multilateral organizations. Great deal of cooperation. Was there a request from the plenary 
to update the report? Don’t want this to be the modality of our work that reports are corrected 
from the plenary now and then. Want to ensure completeness of report and covers all aspects of 
the decisions. This is not a good exercise, want them to come complete in nature to keep the 
process going. There are ideas I want to include in the draft decisions. Who/when/where asked 
for the update. 



Co-Fac: There was no request from the room or the plenary, but it was an attempt to respond to a 
concern raised at the plenary. 

IMO: purely an attempt to be consistent with oral statement. Thought it was necessary to amend 
to be clear and consistent. 

Saudi Arabia: thank you to IMO for answer. Hear the report in this session - acknowledge the 
edit for consistency. 

Co-Fac: any other requests for the floor 

South Africa: thank you and welcome. Back in June when we were considering last reports, the 
Africa groups said there was a need to include support to developing countries. there was no 
opportunity to discuss as an agenda item. Now have two new reports - gratitude to bodies. Think 
what they have said is completely accurate and full picture. Type of support to allow parties to 
better report/meet procedural aspects of those two bodies (IMO/ICAO). All very well and 
important. Do not see means of implementation support in UNFCCC sense. How to help 
countries implement these targets and get access to technology that would make this possible. 
Don’t think its secretariat of those bodies that can give this information, but needs to be space in 
this session to ask questions like this. From the Africa perspective there is need for discussion. 
When the new draft is there, the reports are not just a box ticking exercise. Reports were very 
hard to find on website. The issues they raised were very important and UN bodies should work 
together. Appreciate of progress and new approach to give us relevant information. 

co-fac: opportunity to discuss depth of content of the reports 

India: thank you. Align with statement made by South Africa. Support is divergent from the 
manner we see in terms of proving for developing countries. Issue raised in SBSTA 48 - primary 
concern ICAO/IMO - no opportunity to provide comments. This is a party driven process, parties 
want to see reports before they are finalized or published. 

USA: Appreciate the comments from SoAf and India. Strong concerns if it became the subject of 
our discussion if we were telling the IMO how to write the reports rather than the content. IMO 
is a separate organization. If you have a concern about how IMO writes reports, raise them with 
home governments that can then address them to the IMO. 

Saudi Arabia: modality of reporting should happen. Not fair that a big IMO/ICAO only has 2 
minutes to speak. No offense to anybody. It make sense that these big organizations have more 
time in plenary to make interventions so that we don’t blame them for being incomplete. Give 
them 5 minutes on the substantive work that they do that impacts us. Consider the way we do 
business. Not sure if we have the leverage of endorsing/approving/agreeing report before they 
are presented to us. In past - we sent them 1-page letter - we asked how they addressed climate 
change under the guiding principle of the convention (people around the table objected to that). 



Now it will be more difficult to ask those institutions to follow the instructions given to them by 
us. We should not pick and choose/get one side of story. Want complete information. Draft 
conclusions don’t serve purpose, need a reflection about what was considered. 

Co-fac: will put concern forward to SBSTA chair about timing of reports 

South Africa: point that USA made. Not objecting to talking about substance. Objection to one 
organizing scripting another one. We want a space to talk about the implications in sectors that 
are relevant. Not giving instructions to secretariats. Not asking for discussion here and now, want 
it in the future. More pressing issues here (Paris agreement work programme). Principal 
discussion that many African colleagues have raised  

New Zealand: The recent 1.5C require ambition by all sectors. 4% emissions international 
transport. Adoption of additional strategy in April/Oct 2018 demonstrates IMOs seriousness. 
Difficult work remains to ensure adoption. Negotiators should maintain visibility of these 
parallel processes but recognize that these are separate. 

Saudi Arabia: Discussing the process, not what the IMO are doing to address climate change. 
2.5% international maritime transport - not enough to address 1.5C gap but showing that they are 
doing their job, despite their size and magnitude of the sectors. They are biting the bullet and 
spending money. A lot of islands, developing countries, emerging markets depend on import/
export. Are we discussing substance or procedure co-facilitator? Avoid having rule 16 applied 
like in SBSTA 48. 

co-facilitator: Aware that we don’t have much time. Not limiting any discussion here. 

EU: welcome the exchange of views related to IMO and ICAO. Don’t see urgent need to spend 
time of this. That said aviation and maritime is of importance (article 4.1 of Paris - 
anthropogenic). Addressed by UN agencies. International aviation and marine transport - should 
contribute fairly to efforts to stay at 2 and aim for 1.5. key priority for EU is to ensure avoidance 
of double counting - corresponding offsets. promoting a shared understanding of how to avoid 
double counting. 

India: respecting the work by ICAO IMO. Bodies need to work within the mandate they have 
derived from UNFCCC. Concur with colleague from South Africa that there are more pressing 
issues. This is a future concern. 

Chile: Appreciate work done. Echo comments by EU. dialogue is needed. 

co-fac: conclusions 3-lines. taking note of reports from IMO and ICAO. initiated discussions on 
agenda item. will continue discussions at next session of SBSTA because we are limited due to 
APA. recognizes that there is a lot of interest. Will distribute this conclusion. Reading 
conclusions. 



Saudi Arabia: conclusion as presented is not acceptable as written. We have suggestions. 

South Africa: pro-forma type decision that doesn’t raise the points we made. not in position to 
support this. need language on what we have discussed 

India: in support of SoAf & Saudi Arabia. Want to go through text before coming up with a 
conclusion. 

Co-fac: consult with SBSTA chair on way forward. Priority of COP is APA. Since we cannot 
conclude we will reach out to chair. Hear from parties informally and hear but need time to 
consult. 

NZ: supports text as it is written. point of clarification. Talk about changing title of agenda item? 

co-fac: couldn’t remember exact title - not changing as don’t have the capacity 

Norway: same page as NZ. take great interest in IMO and ICAO. Here we have other priorities 
about how to use time. a minimalist conclusion is good. 

EU: Language and decision in front of us is acceptable. look forward to coming back to this issue 
in the next session. 

Canada: align with NZ, Norway, and EU. Addressing emissions from aviation & shipping 
(international) is job of IMO and ICAO (from past decisions) they have their own rules of 
procedure. doesn’t come to us to tell them how to do reports or approve reports. as noted by 
others that we do have pressing issues to achieve at this cop. Approve as drafted. 

Australia: support NZ, Nor etc. Support the independent work. Focus on critical elements of 
rulebook 

Russian Federation: echo Australia etc. ICAO doing good work. active in ICAO. No position to 
criticize or comment ICAO work. We have lack of time so support proposal. 

Japan: thank IMO ICAO secretariat. Satisfied with the report. up to each body how and what to 
report, not up to UNFCCC. Align with others. Happy to move forward with draft. In line 2: 
information received vs results reported - what is the difference? 

Mexico: supportive of IMO and ICAO work. important additional efforts to complete goal of 
making Paris agreement a reality. Here the comments and concerns. Draft conclusions are 
acceptable. 

Chile: echo comments. support the proposal/conclusions. these are important issues. believe in 
work of IMO and ICAO.  



Co-facilitator: distinguish information and results 

Saudi Arabia: need to devote time to Paris Agreement. Apply rule 16 to come back to this next 
time. 

co-fac: not much time left. clearly different views. we can have room for another 30 minutes. 
objections to extending? 

Saudi Arabia: objection - cannot stay. Whatever comes out of next 30 minutes is irrelevant.  

co-fac: don’t want to stay longer if interested parties cannot stay. Consult with SBSTA chair. 

Meeting Adjourned


